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Company 
Introduction

A2Z Entertainment (Co., Ltd.) is a newly established corportation consists of four 
different contents-producing companies including GOZKNOCK ENT. GOZKNOCK ENT. is 
the largest genre fiction publishing brand in Korea. It publishes novels in various genres 
such as mystery, thriller, romance, SF, and fantasy. It has 50 authors who write detective, 
mystery and thriller stories, and the number of registered authors is growing every year. 

A number of novels from GOZKNOCK ENT. have been adapted into movies, dramas, 
webtoons, musicals, and animations, and have been introduced to the U.S., China, 
Japan, Europe, and Southeast Asia, etc. Now a lot of content produced by the company 
is enjoyed by the global audience. 

For example, one of the K-Triller genre fictions, <Hostages Trial>, made an option 
agreement with Universal TV in the United States and was translated and published in 
France. Furthermore, <Happiness Battle>, <Voyager> and <The Evaporated Woman> 
were selected as the novels for the pitching session in K-Story in America. 

GOZKNOCK ENT. has actively produced a wide range of genre fictions and is now at the 
center of the Korean content industry. 
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The Last Feast

Type / Length Book (novel) / 328 pages

Detailed Genre SF Fiction 

Product Type Book (Novel)

Target Age All ages

Contents Introduction

In a future society, people can live forever by 
transplanting their brain to the artificial body. 
They are so-called the Regenerated. In particular, 
condemned criminals who committed murder are 
forced to be restored and do dirty and dangerous 
jobs. They are reborn only to serve the society. If 
a regenerated human commits a serious crime 
even after having been restored, that person is 
sent to the “Colony” and goes through the final 
steps called “Reduction” for complete extinction. 
However, regenerated humans facing the upcoming 
Reduction start to become victims of a serial killer. 
The main character, a prison guard, chases the 
serial killer.
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Back Number

Type / Length Book (novel) / 260 pages  

Detailed Genre Mystery Fiction

Product Type Book (novel)

Target Age All ages

Contents Introduction

I am the only one who can see people’s life 
expectancy with the so-called “Back Number”! 
Wonyeong started to see the number of days 
people could live on their back after he barely 
survived a severe car accident. When the blinking 
red-light number falls to 0, the person dies without 
any exception. If so, can people live if he finds ways 
to save them from death? Someone who knows 
the secret of Back Number approaches and warns 
Wonyeong that he must not intervene in human life 
or death. 
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Skinny City

Type / Length Book (novel) / 208 pages

Detailed Genre Mystery Fiction 

Product Type Book (novel)

Target Age All ages

Contents Introduction

"Pine City" where people's class is determined by 
their appearance. Obesity is a crime here. Students 
have to try not to be fat. In the year of turning 
18 years old, the students are granted different 
classes in accordance with their appearance. They 
desperately try everything to get S class which is 
granted only to a person who has the perfect look. 
The main story begins as Aria’s boyfriend, Kata, is 
caught at a checkpoint and forcibly dragged into a 
camp where over-weight students are supervised. 
Aria finds out an anti-system organization which 
distributes mysterious seeds, and then sets to work 
with the organization. Can Aria  disclose what the 
camp is really about and save her boyfriend?
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Revolve

Type / Length Book (novel) / 686 pages

Detailed Genre Thriller

Product Type Book (novel)

Target Age All ages

Contents Introduction

Dooman, a detective in the investigation team, has 
found out that someone is stalking him and his 
wife, Heeryeong. Times have been uneasy because 
of consecutive murder incidents. Dooman finds a 
dead body with the arteria radialis slashed and the 
peanut shells on the floor in a recent crime scene. 
Peanut shells have also been found around his 
house. So, he becomes certain that the stalker is the 
serial killer. However, as he pursues the criminal, 
he realizes that the closer he gets to the stalker, the 
closer the stalker gets to Heeryeong. If Dooman 
reveals who the serial killer is, his wife’s life would 
be at stake.  
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The Day I Disappeared

Type / Length Book (novel) / 352 pages

Detailed Genre Thriller

Product Type Book (novel)

Target Age All ages

Contents Introduction

Yunyoung wakes up in a hospital and is shocked to 
discover that 11 years have passed. She has been 
in a vegitative state for 11 years after an accident. 
She lost her memories of the day in which she had 
the accident. The last memory is that someone 
pushed her from the rooftop of the building. More 
shockingly, her only family, little sister Sukyung, 
committed suicide. But she doesn’t remember 
it either. Yunyoung is now 34 years old, but her 
memories stopped at the age of 23. She strongly 
believes that her sister was murdered and starts to 
dig into her death. During her own investigation, 
she comes to know that the criminal who tried to 
kill her 11 years ago is still around her.


